
12 lbs Tu m b le D ry e r

57 lbs 23x19x26 inch

12 lbs

:

1500W110V~/60Hz

Set the Program knob correctly

Program knob does 
not turn

Is the Program knob in the OFF 
position?

Is the Program knob in correctly set on
 cold air?

program
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GDZ55-08E

GDZ55-08E

Made in China



2. Do not dry unwashed items in the tumble dryer.

- this appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced     
  physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been 　 
  given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the 
  hazards involved
- children shall not play with the appliance
- cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision
- Children of less than 3 years should be kept away unless continuously supervised



Start/Pause

Program Knob

-that the tumble dryer is not to be used if industrial chemicals have been used for cleaning
- that the lint trap has to be cleaned frequently
-that lint must not to be allowed to accumulate around the tumble dryer
-that adequate ventilation has to be provided to avoid the back flow of gases into the room  
 from appliances burning other fuels, including open fires
-items such as foam rubber (latex foam), shower caps, rubber backed articles and clothes   
 or pillows fitted with foam rubber pads should not be dried in the tumble dryer
 WARNING: The appliance must not be supplied through an external switching device, 
 such as a timer, or connected to a circuit that is regularly switched on and off by a utility
-that the appliance must not be installed behind a lockable door, a sliding door or a door 
 with a hinge on the opposite side to that of the tumble dryer, in such a way that a full 
 opening of the tumble dryer door is restricted.



Eusure that the fan is switched off from 
the supply mains before removing the guard.

Start/Pause

Extra

Standard

Mix

Airing

Program Max volume of
 dry clothings Clothings type Max dry time

60min Quick-drying Clothes 70min

   90min

Standard Cotton clothes, jeans 140min

Extra 9~12 lbs

9~12 lbs

7~8 lbs

9 lbs

7 lbs

12 lbs

cotton weaving clothes,
jeans and bedsheets 170min

30min Warm clothes 30min

2.5h <

<

7 lbs<

< Cotton clothes, synthetic

150min

Mix 110min

Cotton clothes

Airing Some clothes not suitable for drying,
such as silk clothing,polyster and fiber

Remove all objects from pockets such 
as lighters and matches.



Operating guide

In standby state,confirm the normal state 
is ok

Open the door and put clothes in drum,
the clothes weight should not exceed
rated drying capacity for appropriate

Close the door and check if these is 
clothes to be pinned by door

Select program, according to actual need 
to choose the drying time / program 

Push start/pause button and dryer start 
working

Dryer stop work after one or two minutes,
take out the dryed clothes

1 x 3 inch

22 inch

 Bracket

The bracket is not included).
Note:Optional for Wall Mounted Kits with
          Extra Cost.

5 inch

5 inch

5 inch

22 inch

21 inch

23 inch



Note:All accessories Optional with Extra Cost.

1 inch


